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 Gaudeamus 
 Golden Blue News 
  March 27th, 2015 

For the second time, on Febru-
ary 14 at Uni 1 SUCC and St 
George CC did battle for the 
O’Sullivan/O’Keeffe Trophy. 
Significantly, this was the first 
occasion on which the trophy 
has been awarded on the result 
of the 1st grade game, with the 
inaugural encounter a PGs 
match last year in a season 
when the two clubs did not meet 
in the grade competition. St 
George deservedly retained the 
trophy with a hard fought win 
over SUCC. The game was 
played in a fine spirit between 
the two clubs which have domi-
nated the 1st grade competition for more than a decade. 
The players were conscious and respectful of the men 
behind the trophy, and greatly appreciated Kerry 
O’Keeffe dashing from a work commitment to present 
the trophy after the close of play and tell some stories 
about Micko. Off the field, around 40 supporters from 
the two clubs enjoyed lunch, drinks and the opportunity 
to watch the game unfold from the Grandstand. All in 
all, this was another fitting celebration by SUCC and St 
George of the respect and rivalry between the clubs, 
and particularly the lifelong friendship of Micko and Ker-
ry. We are very grateful for the support St George have 
provided and, with St George likely to host the 1st grade 
clash next season, no doubt all those who have attend-
ed the O’Sullivan/O’Keeffe games in the last two years 
will be keen to continue building this tradition at 
Hurstville Oval.  

St. George retains O’Sullivan-O’Keeffe trophy 

Above: St. George make it two in a row 
Below: Kerry O’Keeffe shares a story about Mick with 
Judy O’Sullivan 
Bottom: Spectators enjoyed the match from the Grand-
stand terrace. 
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From the Chairman 
Finals cricket often brings dramatic batting col-
lapses. The ball hoops around in humid atmos-
phere, spears off the pitch; nerves jangle; false 
shots abound; extended collapses leave innings 
in tatters. 
Consider last weekend: 
In 2nds, Blacktown all out 69 against a rampant 
SUCC attack. 
In 3rds, Easts all out 68 against SUCC seamers 
Clark, McMahon, Tate, Cowan. 78 is enough to 
win on 1st innings. In other games, Sutherland 
make 89; Hawkesbury 85. 
In 4ths, SUCC limp to 71 and then Sydney lose 
7 for 47. 
While all this carnage takes place, our Metro 
Cup side casually piles up runs at St Andrew’s 
Oval. An astounding 4 for 473 at stumps on the 
first day. Five young batsmen, yet to celebrate 
21st birthdays, build a stupendous total, enough 
to win by 352 runs! The imperious Lachie Car-
fax scores his second big hundred on this 
ground for the season. Cam New, Kobe Carroll, 
Joe Dorph and Hugh Kermond all cash in. 
Vaughn de Krester makes a tentative claim: the 
highest SUCC score for 127 years? As far as I 
can see, it’s the best since 1st Grade rattled up 
635 in 1888-89. In this game, Tom Garrett and 

HH Lee start proceedings with an opening part-
nership of 348. Garrett makes 274. 
Now, another tantalising weekend of record 
breaking looms as 2nds, 3rds and 6ths all carry 
our colours into the semis (or Grand Final, in 
6ths case). 
 

James Rodgers 

 

THIS WEEK’S QUIZ: 
How many Metro Cup Premierships has the Club 
won since we first entered in 1999? 
 

Answer to last week’s quiz: 
The last four 2nds Premiership Captains have been 
Dave Butchart (2007/08), Danny Ward (2008/09); 
Tom Kierath (2011/12, 2013/14); Ben Larkin (2012/13) 

SUCC Vets 
March 21st 
Sydney Uni Vets took on Beavers yesterday at Goddard Park. With a bit of rain around in the morning the pitch was 
a bit sticky and was a good toss to win and bowl first, which we did. Dylan Ferguson (2/35/8) and Jeremy Holland 
(0/15/5) got us off to a good start with some disciplined bowling from the onset, Dylan picking up two wickets in his 
first spell. The team had some good spinning options and a receptive turning pitch, Liam Whitaker (1/31/8), Regan 
Behrendorff (2/15/5) and Angus Stevens (3/19/7) making big contributions through-out the innings picking up regu-
lar wickets between the trio and ensuring Beavers never put on any notable partnership and stuttered to 146/8 in 35 
overs.  
 

After the break Angus and Islam got us off to a solid start with Angus losing his wicket for a well played 21 and the 
score on 38. Islam ensured the score board ticked along well with some good aggressive shot making. Ed Lewis (26) 
and Jeremy Goff (16) put on high high tempo partnerships with Islam, ensuring that the required run rate was never a 
problem. Islam carried his bat through the innings for a very well played 66no. We cruised to the target score in the 
32nd over with everyone contributing to set-up a good win. 

 
Cheers 
Elmo Stoop 

The future of the Club. 

 

On Monday, March 23rd at 3.19pm  
Charlie Edward Reginald Kierath  

was born, 52cm and 3.6kgs 
 

The Club family congratulates proud 
parents Lucy and Tom on the birth. 
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1st Grade @ Manly Oval 
10/173 (R.Carters 34, T.Ley 32, M.Faraday 26, 
G.Mail 22, S.Henry 22) lost to Manly 4/176  
When they last met manly it was way back in Sep-
tember in Round 1, at the same venue.  With rain 
delaying the start of the match the major concern 
was getting on.  Having lost the toss and been sent in 
was not the best start, and despite the early departure 
of Nick Larkin for just 1, Henry and Carters were 
determined to tough it out.  Runs were not easy to 
achieve and in a little under an hour the pair had put 
on 33.  Boundaries came but infrequently and play-
ers had to take advantage of the few loose deliveries 
that came their way.  When Ryan Carters departed 
after nearly 2 hours, the score was staggering along 
at 67.  That brought Mail to the middle to join Fara-
day.  During the next hour the pair went about their 
business and added 40 to the total.   
At 3/105 it looked back on track  but then disaster.  
First faraday then Mail, quickly followed by Miller 
and Robertson and Uni were reeling at 7/107.  Some 
late purposeful batting by Ley and Visser saw the 
score move into the 170’s before McLachlan came 
back on to clean up the tail. 
Nevertheless, with some movement in the pitch and 
a heavy outfield, it was certainly not over. 
Nigel enticed Merchant to tickle one through to Cart-
ers and the perfect start—1/5.  Evidence of the diffi-
culty of scoring runs can be seen in the Manly in-
nings.  Ritchie took nearly an hour to score 10.  
Crosthwaite took 220 minutes to score his game-
changing 82, and O’Keefe took 135 minutes to get 
32. 
At 2/17 and then 3/64 Uni were in with a chance of 
achieving the miracle result, but  Crosthwaite and 
O’Keefe put on 90 to shift the momentum Manly’s 
way and it was finally done just before Tea on Sun-
day. 
 
2nd Grade @ Uni No.1 
10/156 (J.Hill 51, W.Hay 35, B.Joy 21) and 
8/213 (A.Theobald 68, T.Kierath 44no, 
J.Larkin 33, J.Hill 25) def Penrith 10/69 
(J.Ryan 6/16, B.Joy 3/29) 
With rain delaying the start by 90 minutes and 96 
overs to be bowled in the remainder of the time, this 
was going to be an interesting game.  Blacktown 
won the toss and sent Uni in.  They may have been 
regretting that decision as Hay and Hill combined to 
put on 72 by lunch. 
There must have been something in the chicken 

burgers or the broom used to sweep the pitch, be-
cause batting after lunch was the opposite to before. 
 
Hay gone in the first 
over after resumption, 
and Theobald not long 
after, Jack Hill and Ben 
Trevor-Jones put on 25 
before Uni lost 3/1 to 
be 5/105. 
Runs were elusive as 
the batsmen struggled 
to pierce the field with 
Uni losing another 3/3 
to be 9/134. 
Ben Joy strode pur-
posefully to the centre 
determined to get some 
runs and then have a go 
at the Blacktown boys.  
In the next 8 minutes 
22 runs were added 
with Ben deciding that power hitting was the order 
of the day.  His entertaining innings brought the 
crowd to their feet before he tried once too often.  
But his 9 ball cameo produced 21 runs, including 
one 4 and two 6’s, one of which was a towering hit 
which almost cleared the mesh fence at the top of the 
Western Avenue hill. 
Blacktown commenced their innings at 4.30 with 37 
overs yet to be bowled for the day. 
Josh Toyer bowled with accuracy to stifle the scor-
ing shots, giving up only 6 runs from his 5 overs, 
while Ben Joy steamed in from the Parramatta Road 
end to take 3/29 from 14.  He bowled Potter with one 
ball and then Trevor-Jones took a fine diving catch 
ext ball - 2/1. At 3/24, TK, in an inspired Captaincy 
moment, threw the ball to Jim Ryan replacing Toyer 

(Continued on page 4) 

Qualifying Finals Match Reports 

So Close 

Ben Joy watches as the ball 
disappears into the spectator 
marquee on No.1 

Adam Theobald 
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with immediate effect to dismiss their top scorer - 
4/24.  In the failing light it became the Jim Ryan 
show as the batsmen frustrated at not scoring lashed 
out.  Fortunately for us, the balls went to hands and 
Blacktown were dismissed for 69, 87 runs short. 
But the day was still not over and at 6.45 Hay and 
Hill padded up for the final 3 overs, as the timed 
flouros came on to assist the scorers to see their 
books. 
Resuming on Sunday morning, two partnerships of 
50, with Theo’s 68, Larkin’s 33 and TK’s 44no saw 
the lead rise to 300, and with Tea looming but no 
hint of declaration the Captains decided to call the 
match off. 
Next game SF v Parramatta @ Uni No.1 
 
3rd Grade @ Waverley Oval 
10/78 (B.Larkin 20) and 4/98 (J.Maddocks 
32no, J.Holloway 20) def Eastern Suburbs 
10/68 (H.Clark 3/7, L.McMahon 3/14, K.Tate 
2/23) and 10/106 (A.Cowan 6/21, U.Gaur 2/39) 
outright. 

Ash won the toss and sent Easts in on a beautiful 
Waverley wicket that promised something for the 
bowlers.  For half an hour the battle was intense as 
McMahon and Tate toiled away, eventually taking 
the first wicket with the score on 9.  Shortly after 
Tate struck and it was 2/12.  It was almost scripted 
as wickets fell at a steady pace.  Two hours into the 
game and Easts were 5/46.  With Henry Clark intro-
duced into the attack, his 3/7 off 15 balls saw Easts 
dismissed for just 68. 
Despite 32 runs being scored before Uni lost their 
first wicket, things were not necessarily easy in the 
middle.  Losing 9 for 32 meant that Uni were still 5 
runs short of the win.  For the next 50 minutes runs 
came at an agonisingly slow rate as Ryan Kurtz and 
Udi Gaur played with great patience to notch the 
win. 
But there was till a long way to go in the match. 
Easts began their 2nd innings but at 2/14 appeared to 

be in trouble.  A 40 run partnership restored them 
some pride before Ash turned to spin combining 
with Udi to clean out the next 8 wickets for 50 runs 
leaving Uni 50 overs to either defend or score 96 
runs.  At 1/53 no problem.  But then disaster struck 
as Uni lost 3/4.  Nick Arnold played patiently with a 
very mature attitude for 72 minutes scoring just 7 
runs.  But a very valuable 7 runs as he held his 
ground while Jack Maddocks picked off the loose 
ones at the other end to notch the outright in the 45th 
over and book a semi-final berth against Manly. 
Next Game SF v Manly @ Graham Reserve 
 
 
4th Grade @ Drummoyne 
10/71 (J.Craig Dobson 24) and 10/154 
(M.Lowen 39, S.Sivapalan 22) lost to Sydney 
10/177 (J.Craig Dobson 4/20, H.Kerr 4/33) 
and 7/49 (B.Frost 5/23) outright. 
AJ won the toss and considering his options elected 
to send Sydney into bat.  Like most of the other 
games around the grounds runs were not easily ob-
tained as bowlers dominated.  The two Sydney top 

scorers took 212 minutes and 194 minutes respec-
tively to score 41 runs each.  This was one of the 
more intense games for the weekend as Sydney were 
dismissed eventually for 177 runs just before stumps. 
As Day 2 began it was the disastrous start we didn’t 
need - 4/8.  Before the first hour was done, Uni were 
6/19.  Jonathan Craig Dobson tried to resurrect the 
innings but could only watch despairingly as he fast 
ran out of partners, with Uni dismissed for 71 in the 
31st over. 
With a lead of 106, Sydney enforced the follow-on 
and Uni began their 2nd innings fighting for surviv-
al.  The only way to salvage the game was to score 
heavily and quickly as the wicket flattened.  Scoring 
at better than 4 an over saw Uni seemingly racing 
away, but they were 5 down before forcing Sydney 
to bat again.  Finally all out for 154 off 36 overs 
meant that Sydney only needed to score 48 runs.  

(Continued from page 3) 

(Continued on page 5) 

3rd’s celebrate another wicket Suda Sivapalan 
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Easy!  But wait.  Brodie Frost was on fire and the 
fielding sharp. 
Sydney 7/42 and the result hanging on a thread, but 
then Sydney squeezed the final 7 runs needed and 
AJ’s boys were left fully spent. 
 
Metro Cup Semi Final @ St. Andrews Oval. 
10/525 (L.Carfax 151, K.Carroll 105, 
H.Kermond 67, J.Dorph 66, C.New 52) def 
Blacktown 10/173 (S.Canagasingham 6/55, 
C.de Kretser 3/26) 
What a difference 200m can make.  While at No.1 
players were waiting for the drizzle to stop so that 
play could begin, up on St. Andrews Oval Harry de 
Kretser won the toss and elected to bat.  What an 
inspired decision.  Lachlan Carfax and Cameron 
New opened with a century partnership.  Then Hugh 
Kermond joined Lachlan to add 162 for the second 

wicket.  A slight blip 
before Joe Dorph and 
Kobe Carroll com-
bined to add 178 for 
the 5th wicket.  In-
structing his batsmen 
to push the total, 
wickets fell to be all 
out 525. 
Blacktown started 
with a positive atti-
tude but it was al-
ways going to be a 
difficult proposition 
to ascend that moun-
tain.  Blacktown were all out before Tea for 173 runs 
and Uni had enjoyed a great confidence-building 
victory. 
Next Grand Final v Penrith @ Rance Oval 

(Continued from page 4) 

Visions from 
the weekend 

6th Grade celebrate another wicket 

Cameron New 

TK survives a confident appeal Andrew Wilkinson 

Steve Hobson Will Hay Jack Hill 

Shehan Canagasingham  
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Sydney Uni cricket performance study knows no 
boundaries 
by Jennifer Foreshaw in The Australian 

Cutting edge technology is being used to raise performance standards of cricket and bring new spin bowling 
deliveries to Australia. 
The University of Sydney is at the forefront of biomechanics for performance in cricket and has worked with 
First Class and Test players.  “The ultimate purpose for all this is to, No.1, make it safer to play, but it is also 
for elite players—basically increasing the standard of cricket” said biomechanics research program head, 
Rene Ferdinands. 
The University has both fast-bowling and spin-bowling studies in which bowlers are tested in the laboratory 
and have their body segments marked up for capture with a fast motion analysis system. 
The 3D kinematics can be constructed from 14 cameras, which film the trajectory of the markers while the 
players are bowling. 
“There are some novel ways that we configure those markers,” Dr Ferdinands said.  “We can., for example, 
calculate the axis of rotation of the ball and the axis of rotation of the bat and there are a number of mechani-
cal methods of analysis that we use that are unique to sports biomechanics.” 
The program has tested bowlers from Cricket NSW and for SUCC as well as an unnamed cricketer playing 
for Australia. 
The fast-bowling research program is looking at factors that not only reduce injury, but also contribute to 
speed.  The program which is being undertaken by PhD student Aaron Beach, is also looking at spin deliver-
ies not currently used in Australia such as carom balls and doosra balls. 
“I have got a team that is interested in the idea of developing a commercial tool to assist coaches in terms of 
improving performance,” said Dr. Ferdinands, who has also worked with players in New Zealand such as 
Shane Bond and Daniel Vettori. 
He said that, while motion-analysis technology was used for establishing bowling legality or to assess wheth-
er a bowler was at risk of lumbar injury, it was not used enough by teams and coaches. 
The research is being presented as part of the Fifth World Congress of Science and Medicine in Cricket, run-
ning in conjunction with the World Cup. 

Dr Rene Ferdinands puts the bowling technology through its paces 
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Meet the Player 

Ben Trevor-Jones 
With a quiet confidence, Ben Trevor-Jones has made his 
mark in the 150 year history of SUCC in sparkling fashion. 
Few players can claim a century on debut for the Club and 
Ben numbers among that elite. 
Coming originally from Bathurst, Ben attended Kelso HS, 
the year before it burnt.  But there was no suggestion that it 
was his hot cricketing form that caused the fire. 
“From about age 6 till I was 17, I always bowled leg-spin, 
and was selected to represent Western Zone U/17’s as a bow-
ler,” he said.  My early coaches described my batting as a good defender, so I was always down 
the order.” 
It wasn’t until he suffered a back injury that he discovered where his true talent existed.  Forced 
to make a change if he was to stay playing the game he loved, he re-invented himself as a Wicket-
Keeper, while working on his batting which was slowly improving. 
While studying Exercise Science at CSU Bathurst, Ben journeyed over the mountains to play with 
Hawkesbury for 5 seasons. 
When he was accepted into a post-grad Physiotherapy course at Sydney, he sought to switch 
Clubs.  “I knew Max Hope and I was going to move into Wesley College, so it seemed only natu-
ral that I play with SUCC.  I was approached by Gary Whitaker about entering the Elite Athlete 
Program, and I’m glad I said yes.” 
For Rd.1, Ben was graded in 2nd Grade and tasted immediate success.  A century on debut for the 
Club was also his career maiden century. 
During the season he has had stints in 1st Grade when Ryan Carters was unavailable due to repre-
sentative commitments and he has held his own in a strong team. 
“I always thought Hawkesbury was a good social Club but SUCC is at another level.  Being in the 
EAP has given me access to great facilities and coaches to further improve my game.  It is like 
being a semi-professional cricketer.  The training is intense, but the attitude through the whole 
Club is very relaxed, and everyone is mates.  It doesn’t matter if you are in 1st Grade or 6th 
Grade.  It is just a good bunch of blokes enjoying what they do.” 
“I am very happy here.  The level of my cricket has gone up playing with such a strong club.” 

Above: Ben Trevor-Jones drives through mid-off against Manly. 
 

Right: Ben acknowledges the crowd as he scores a century on debut at 
No.1 
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---   201420142014---15 HALL OF FAME 15 HALL OF FAME 15 HALL OF FAME ---   

193 Liam Robertson (1st Grade v Campbelltown) 
185 Max Hope (2nd Grade v Western Suburbs) 
170no Cam New (6th Grade v Fairfield) 
157no  Nick Larkin (1st Grade v Eastern Suburbs) 
153 Lachlan Carfax (6th Grade v Western Suburbs) 
151 Lachlan Carfax (6th Grade SF v Blacktown 
138no Greg Mail (1st Grade v Sydney) 
131 Jarrod Waterlow (5th Grade v Bankstown) 
125 Will Hay (2nd Grade v Gordon)  
125 Nick Arnold (5th Grade v Sutherland) 
118no Matt Lowen (6th Grade v Western Suburbs - debut) 
115  Ben Trevor-Jones (2nd Grade v Manly - debut) 
115 Nicholas Arnold (Green Shield v Western Suburbs) 
111 Hugh Kermond (6th Grade v Randwick-Petersham) 
110no Alisdair Grant (4th Grade v UNSW) 
109 Scott Henry (1st Grade v Gordon) 
105 Scott Henry (1st Grade v Bankstown) 
105 Nick Arnold (Green Shield QF v Northern District) 
105 Kobe Carroll (6th Grade SF v Blacktown maiden) 
100  James Larkin (3rd Grade v Manly) 
100no Jack Hill (3rd Grade v UNSW) 

7/29 Ben Joy (2nd v Western Suburbs) 
6/14  Ash Cowan (3rd v Western Suburbs) 
6/16  Jim Ryan (2nd QF v Blacktown 
6/18 Douglas Rogers (5th Grade v UNSW) 
6/21  Ash Cowan (3rd QF v Eastern Suburbs) 
6/27 Tim Ley (1st v UNSW) 
6/28 Udayan Gaur (3rd v Northern District) 
6/30  Jim Ryan (3rd v Randwick-Petersham) 
6/62 Udayan Gaur (3rd v St. George) 
6/55 Shehan Canagasingham (6th SF v Blacktown 
5/23 Brodie Frost (4th QF v Sydney) 

5/25 Ben Joy (2nd v Blacktown) 
5/27 Josh Toyer (2nd v St.George) 
5/28 Jonathon Craig Dobson (5th v Bankstown) 
5/33 Alex Mihalyka (5th v Easts) 
5/35 Jonathon Craig Dobson (4th v North Sydney) 
5/40 Sean Abbott (1st v Sydney) 
5/54 Will Somerville (1st v Easts) 
5/54 Jim Ryan (3rd v Easts) 
5/55 Tim Ley (1st v Campbelltown) 
5/64 Joshua Stewart (4th v Bankstown) 

Dates for your Diary. 

Saturday April 18th 
SUCC Annual Awards Dinner 

To be held at The Grandstand 
With 5 teams in possible Finals contention a night 
to be remembered. 
Further details on booking seats and times will be 
included in future issues. 

Coming Rounds 
Semi Finals 

 2nd Grade v Parramatta at Uni No.1 
 3rd Grade v Manly at Graham Reserve 
 

Grand Final 
Metropolitan Cup  

V Penrith @ Rance Oval 
 

2 day games March 28/29 
All games start 10am 

BATTING 

BOWLING 

Lachlan Carfax 
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